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Terms of Service 

We build a community by connecting people around you through a chronology of corporator 
ward, pin code, city, district, state and country. 
 
We provide global access to service. We don’t charge you to use our website or the other 
products and services covered by these Terms. We use your personal data to show you ads 
that we think will be relevant to you and your interests. By using our products, you agree that 
we can show you ads, as per your area of interest. 
 
We don’t sell your personal data (unless you give us specific permission) such as your name, 
email address or other contact information which can directly identifies you to advertisers. 
 

 
The services we provide 

 
Our goal is to reduce the gap between politicians and general public. To create a community of 

such people which will help each other to grow socio-economically and politically. 

 

On our website/app user can connect to politician who are responsible for your socio-

economic growth. We provide a healthy environment to you, where you can share your 

opinions, queries and can raise complaint of any event with accuracy. 

 

We believe that our services are most useful when people are connected to people, groups and 

Politicians, who are accountable for socio-political growth. User can get personalized 

interaction with politicians. 

 

By creating an account on website, user can post, comment and express themselves about any 

social or political event. You can create more engaging content with transparency and 

accuracy. 

 

Users can search any politician across country, check their profile and see their plan of action 

for the future of area, which comes under the respective politician. User can also explore the 

work done by politicians in their tenure. Based on these facts’ user can like profile , work and 

post  of the politician. 

 

Users can compare the work of politician who are standing for elections. They can check the 

politician’s profile on our website for more authentic information. Our website help user to 

choose right candidate to vote by providing transparent and accurate data. 

 

User can tag politician in a post or complaint. The complaint of specific event needs to be 

updated with exact GPS location. Transparency and accuracy should be top most priority or 

requirement while posting such post or complaints. Fake/false information must not be shared. 
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User can check the status of his complaint, whether any action has been taken or not by a 

politician on it. 

For Politicians: 

 Politicians from across country can create their profile on our website  

 Politicians can update their future plan about the area which comes under their 

authority. They can represent their vision about the growth and development of the 

area. This will help the voters to understand the politicians plan of action for the social-

economic development of the area and voters/people belongs to that area. 

 Politician can also represent the work they have done in their tenure. Politicians can 

response to queries/complaints of people and if require can take action on it. They can 

update the status of the complaint/query raised by people. This will create a better 

understanding between politicians and people. This transparency will lead to better 

future and development of people. 

 

With such give and take of information, we aspire to build a forum where we can get the 

solution of our complaints. Together we as people and society can help each other to grow. 

 

We as community through our website will provide you safe environment to express yourself. 

We urge users to use this medium in right way and do not misuse this platform. We will take 

strict actions against that user, if we found anyone misusing our website to spread fake 

information, not abiding to our policies, showing harmful conduct towards others. 

 

Who can use our Website / App 
 

People with opinion and have vision to change the world are welcome. We will provide you a 

forum to express your opinion or raise your questions. To make our community more 

accountable and safer, you must help us by providing following info: 

 Use the same name that you use in everyday life; 

 Provide accurate information about yourself; 

 Create only one account (your own) 

 Do Not share your password, give access to your account to others or transfer your 

account to anyone else (without our permission). 

 File the correct complaints. We will not entertain false information. 

 

What can you share/do on Website/App: 

You can post a complaint on our website,take part in any political, social and economic 

discussion but not at the expense of the safety and well-being of others or the integrity of our 

community. 

 You must share not unlawful, misleading, discriminatory or fraudulent content. 

 You must not share that infringes or violates someone else's rights, including their 

intellectual property rights. 
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 You may not upload viruses or malicious code, or do anything that could disable, 

overburden or impair the proper working or appearance of our website. 

 You may not collect data from our website using automated means (without our prior 

permission) or attempt to access data that you do not have permission to access. 

 

 

Additional Information / Terms 
 

We reserve all the right to remove or restrict any type of content on our website. If we remove 

any content due to violation of our rules. We will explain you the reason behind of it. we 

encourage you to report content or conduct that you believe violates our terms and policies. 

 

We will keep our website up to date and develop it with advanced technologies, so that people 

can use our website safely. We develop automated systems to improve our ability to detect 

and remove abusive and dangerous activity that may harm our community and the integrity of 

our website. 

 

We may need to update these Terms accurately from time to time, to reflect our services and 

practices. This way we can make our website and its features better. We will make changes 

only if we find this incomplete or if the changes are reasonable and take due account of your 

interests. 

 

We will notify you (for example, by email or through our website) prior we make changes to 

these Terms and give you an opportunity to review them before they go into effect, unless 

changes are required by law. Once any updated Terms are in effect, you will be bound by them 

if you continue to use our website. If you do not agree to our updated Terms and no longer 

want to be part of our website community, you can delete your account at any time. 

 

If we found out that you have clearly, seriously or repeatedly breached our Terms or Policies, 

including in particular our Community Standards, we may suspend or permanently disable 

access to your account. 

 

We will try to provide clear rules to avoid or limit any disputes between you and us. If a dispute 

arises, then it's useful to know up front where it can be resolved and what laws will apply 

You may provide any feedback or suggestions to improve our website services or features. But 

you should know that we may use them without any restriction or obligation to compensate 

you, and we are under no obligation to keep them confidential. 

 

We reserve all rights not expressly granted to you. 

 

 


	Who can use our Website / App

